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1. Introducing ILIAS

- only five people involved
- installation
- in-house training
- start
- presentation (FU + TU Berlin)
2. Getting familiar with ILIAS
(an example for an interesting learning process)

- learners, authors, admins
- groups, courses
- terminology ("administrator")
- database design
- authoring with the ILIAS editor
3. The learning process (live)

- learning by teaching
- authoring, presenting, publishing
- e-motivation
- using forums
- working material
4. Technical supplements (live)

- HTML Import
- E-Chalk
  Mathematics of Finance
  Extra lesson (multilingual)
- PreSeArch
  Preparation of Searching Archives
Summary
Summary (1)

- ILIAS Open Source is a good choice for us (comp. WebCT, Blackboard)

- For the success of e-learning you need a good LMS as technical basis, learner-oriented content and, last but not least, e-motivating support.

- Strukture and administration of the FHW provide good preconditions for using ILIAS (comp. FU)
Summary (2)

- ILIAS Open Source is a "Learning Management System"

- LMS, content, and tutoring have to be transformed into "education"

- Our task: e-motivation

- Developer's task: support by improving ILIAS
Now, finally, before it hurts, my summary in simple words: Get ready to improve your course by using ILIAS opensource.
Access to ILIAS

www.fhw-berlin.de/ilias/